SONG OF SONGS 8:5-14
(Reading: Psalm 45; Revelation 22:7-21)

The Proof Is In The Pudding!


Church of our Lord Jesus Christ...
	
	Everything is coming together!
		Though the story so far has been quite some drama, with every possible tangent of what touches marriage, there’s yet the grande finale!

	Think now of the closing scene to any of the plays you have seen.
		What so often happens then?
			How does it all come together?

	Isn’t it with the different characters and the reoccurring themes joining for one last impression?
		Whether it’s written into the production, or its part of the curtain bow, you’ll meet it all!

	How could this be, though, for this vivid recollection of Solomon and his country bride?
		Which way will it be brought to a head for them?
			Well, the answer to that is actually in the way you would want it to end!

	Boys and girls...let me ask you a question.
		Which way would you like to end a story.
			You know a really good story!
	Of course!
		There’s only one way, “and they lived happily ever after.”
			So at the end of a saga which has taken them through all the ups and downs of going out, of becoming engaged, the wedding, and married life, that would be great!
		 
	Still, we know this is no fairy tale - is it boys and girls?
		You know life’s not like that.
			You know that people don’t always get along together.
				While you can’t wait to be grown-up, then there are problems as well - aren’t there?

	But we also know that things can get better.
		Just as the LORD has been good to us in our lives, so we can have confidence for the future.
			And when we are being blessed we need to properly appreciate it.

	Though you know what really tells us that things are going well is when those around us say it’s so!
		You see, THE PROOF IS IN THE PUDDING.
			And that’s what they’re tasting!

	For, in the first place, we see ‘The Friends’ make a reappearance.
		So this point is called... THOSE WHO LOOK ON.

	Boys and girls, if you’re watching a movie with one of those fairy-tale endings, what’s so often the final scene?
		Isn’t the handsome groom and his beautiful bride riding off into the horizon?
			And that’s just like our text!

	The opening verses speak quite clearly of what this couple shows.
		For their friends - those looking on - ask, “Who is this coming up from the desert leaning on her lover?”

	Congregation, don’t think this wife is tired - she doesn’t need his helping hand to get her back.
		In fact, she’s holding on to him like our wives and girlfriends do as they enjoy the pleasure of their partner’s company.
			That you’re actually out there walking together shows that special love!
				The beginning of a wonderful end.

	Those looking on see it happening!
		And those looking on also confirm their approval with the verses 8 till 10.

	You see, the best recommendation anyone can give to what you’re doing, is to go out and do the same.
		They see it works in your life.
			They realise it makes the world of difference.
				They want to do it, too!

	Congregation, those around us are asking the question about what to do with their lives.
		“How should we live?” they despairingly ask.
			Perhaps not what we can hear on the outside, but it’s crying out loud on their inside!

	It’s not working out for them.
		And the more they try to, the worse it seems to get.

	How many parents haven’t asked questions much like verse 8? 
		Just changing the word sister for daughter, and you have the frustration of many a father or mother, “We have a young sister, and her breasts are not yet grown.
			“What shall we do for our sister for the day she is spoken for?”

	Their daughters may be far from physical or mental maturity, and yet they feel like they really have to try it all!
		But what then, parents, are they copying?
			 How about it, older couples - are they seeing from you the love they want to imitate?

	If someone else was to show your son or daughter how this love works by pointing to you as parents, what would his or her reaction be?
		Could comparing their parents with this kind of intimacy elicit only a unbelievable groan from them?
			“Ugh - you’ve got to be joking!”

	Perhaps they don’t know their parents that well.
		Maybe Mum or Dad have kept pretty much to themselves.

	But he or she doesn’t see that!
		They can’t see that close bonding at all.
			And that’s terribly sad.
				To think, even though there’s that strong and intimate love between husband and wife, it doesn’t get passed down!

	That’s quite different that the text.
		The recommendation which comes from the Lover and his Beloved is so public that those around them want this for the next generation.
			They’ve seen it work so wonderfully!

	They’re so convinced about how important this is they’re praising the good qualities which promote it.
		And they’re addressing those weaknesses that threaten to spoil it.
		
	This is what verse 9 is about.
		Because a wall is there to keep things out of a property.
			So, if the young Christian woman is a wall - in other words, she firmly and successfully withstands all immoral approaches - then she’ll be crowned with the very thing which symbolises her maidenly purity and firmness.
	For silver is the symbol of holiness, as gold was seen as the symbol of nobility.
		Indeed, these metals are considered much the same today!

	Yet, if she were a door - and so able to be opened and closed at will - she’ll be blocked off from further temptation.
		That’s where the imagery of a cedar plank comes in.
			That was considered a shelter - it guarded against the elements.
				And the more you can keep right out of the rush around you, the better you can analyse what’s happening.

	For those who look on, there comes an ever-changing demand.
		The world is trying to push its way in.
			And that pressure is on us all.

	For example - how do I preach this Sunday?
		Congregation, I would hope it to be in faithfulness to the Word.
			This has often been called in the Bible guarding, or protecting, or sealing up.
		
	You see, we may wonder sometimes why this church and this denomination has been so careful about doing it the right way.
		How come that we have to stick to those things we’ve agreed to?

	Why - it’s to protect the Bride!
		From our first point where we considered THOSE WHO LOOK ON, we need to see THE ONE SO LOVED!

	I mean, look at how she shows it!
		The verses 5b till 7 would have to be one of the most vivid passages describing true love!
			Congregation, she loves with her whole being!

	Yet, interestingly, she describes her situation with two, yet unlikely, illustrations.
		The first is in the second part of verse 5 and concerns pain.

	Pain.
		Isn’t that one of those things we would rather forget?
	
	But the lesson is clear.
		In true love there must be a willingness to accept pain and suffering.
			This takes us way beyond the other two major loves found in the Bible and in human life.

	For ‘eros’ love is purely sensual.
		It’s of the eye - it’s driven by the pleasures of the moment.

	There are marriages like this.
		They are kind’ve trade-off arrangements.
			The bloke provides an income, and does his various duties; the wife looks after the house and the kids.

	The next love, called ‘phileo’ love, is friendship love.
		We see this in marriages where the husband and wife are friends as well.
			So they certainly spend time together.
	And you’d notice that they get on well together.
		But close as they may be, it can only be by faith that the highest - the most sacrificial - of all loves enters our relationship.

	It is only by faith that the greatest gift of God - the doing and dying of His own dear Son - comes into our hearts and lives.
		Then we have the divine motivation which colours our lives so very differently than anything ever before.
			This is ‘agape’ love.
		
	Why the reference to child birth in verse 5?
		Dear friend, it cost pain to bring you into the world.
			And unless we have God’s special love we will always resent that pain, and avoid it at all costs.
				You see, in the words of Romans 8:28, “we know that in all things God works for the good of those who love him, who have been called according to his purpose.”

	Now we still don’t like pain.
		And we still avoid it as much as we can.
			Yet we know that where it serves an essential part of human life - of the way that God wants it to be - we will gladly bear it.

	We know that it’s wrong to say, and even think, “No, we’re not going to have children.
		“That annoys us.
			“That’s pain.
	“That stands in the way of our happiness, our selfish happiness.
		“Nope - no kids!”

	Though we might well be tempted this way, in God’s light we know that love on the highest level says that I am willing to endure the pain that’s involved in this love.
		Isn’t this what you’ve experienced Mums and dads, not just with the birth of your children, but even more with bringing them up?
			Agape love knows nothing about escaping.
 				There’s no exits.

	In the words of the marriage vow, “in plenty and in want, in joy and in sorrow, in sickness and in health, and be faithful to you as long as we both shall live.”
		The Beloved loves with her soul even through pain.

	But still further is that the Beloved loves with her soul in complete commitment.
		This is the picture of verses 6 and 7.
			This is the second illustration.

	She continues the intimacy of what she’s said before.
		That’s what we see in those precious seals placed right next to her heart, and the way in which she shows her heart through her arms.
			Yet there’s a total contrast with the figure of death.

	Death?
		After speaking of love in such extravagantly sensuous words throughout the Songs how could this possibly fit in?

	Unexpected, perhaps, but most apt.
		For both love and death have the same mysterious qualities.
			Like death, agape love will prevail.
	Nothing can stand against either one.
		Both have consequences forever!

	Though for the believer they’re not equal.
		It’s a powerful illustration. 
			But because our love is a flame kindled by God, and not by us - as the world does through eros and phileo love - we are led beyond even the horrifying scene of death.
				For not only does it take us past death, it already now makes all the difference as we committed to it!

	Verse 7 describes it, “Many waters cannot quench love; rivers cannot wash it away.”
		This is truly something out-of-this-world!
			This is something so huge and powerful that not even the biggest and strongest of things we know can stop it!

	Not even the money that our world worships so generously could touch this love.
		To even suggest that it could only brings scorn!
			She loves with her soul - and there’s no way that can be bought!
				Her heart, joined by faith to God in Christ, loves her Lover.

	Then the footnote we find below in the N.I.V., which says that the “mighty flame” could be read to be “like the very flame of the Lord” is equally appropriate!”
		That’s the Spirit of God Himself inside her, working the divine direction in their marriage.

	No wonder that, further on, in the verses 10 till 12, she gives the way she does.
		“I am a wall,” she says in verse 10, “and my breasts are like towers.
			“Thus I have become in his eyes like one bringing contentment.” 			

	She is mature.
		She is quite capable of giving herself to her husband and to her own parents.
			She has found true peace in a relationship that serves the LORD together.

	Mind you, she hasn’t become a clone.
		She shows that in the verses 11 and 12 in comparing the control that Solomon has over his vineyards, with her own vineyard.
			In other words - herself.

	But having said, “my own vineyard is mine to give”, she then gives to her own.
		Unlike the tenants of Solomon who were obligated to pay rent, she is her own vineyard.
			She doesn’t have to give anyone anything.
				Yet, by true love, she gives to one and only!

	Thus she says to her husband, “the thousand shekels are for you, O Solomon.”
		She is now fully his.
			That’s the symbolic meaning in Scripture of the number ‘one thousand’.
				So she’s confessing to whom the LORD has placed her with.

	But she also says, “and two hundred are for those who tend its fruit.”
		In her heart there’s an undying gratitude to those brothers who were so jealous to protect her sexual purity.
			She thanks them.

	Though earlier on, in chapter 1, she resented it, especially since she wasn’t near any boys she may have had her ‘eye on’, now she’s thankful!
		They might have seemed repressive at the time, but she realises it all now.

	Mums and Dads, one day your children will thank you for your discipline.
		Though you know how hard it is to be firm and fair - and especially with those psychological challenges - one day they’ll say something like, “Thanks, Dad.
			“What misery it was then, so thank you.”
	Or, “Well, Mum, you know I really thought I hated you then.
		“But now I realise I love you for what you did.”
			“Otherwise I would have gone the wrong way.”

	Hang in their parents!
		Stick to the Word, and the LORD will make His Word stick!

	And what a reward it will be to see your own child live with the motivation upon which this book ends. 
		As we read in verse 14, “Come away, my lover, and be like a gazelle or like a young stag on the spice-laden mountains.”

	“Come away, my lover!”
		Here is urgency!
			Here is the keenest of expectation!

	You know where it’s found?
		My friend - it’s found in a Christian relationship.
			Only in the LORD can there be such anticipation.
		
	No wonder that the Church over the centuries has also seen in this the urgent request for the Lord’s return.
		Didn’t we read in Revelation 22:20, “Come, Lord Jesus.”

	We not only seek each other, but especially we undergird that all with the seeking of the One through whom we can love in the first place!
		For congregation, in the third part to our text, the proof of the pudding is seen in THE ONE SEEKING TO LOVE.

	Here we come to the Lover’s words in verse 13: “You who dwell in the gardens with friends in attendance, let me hear your voice!”
		The King’s last word to her is that he wants to hear her voice continually.
			He waits.
	He knows that their love will be renewed again.
		As indeed these words have already appeared in similar form throughout these Songs.

	But this marriage between Solomon and his Beloved isn’t the ultimate thing.
		Though it gave them the love they needed for that time, as our marriages bless us for serving the LORD right now, yet this order will pass away.


			Doesn’t our Lord say in Matthew 22, verse 30, that “at the resurrection people will neither marry nor be given in marriage; they will be like the angels in heaven.”

	Still, did you know the angels are in a sense already married?
		Yes - to the Lord Himself!
			And in the end, when all is said and done, it will be we together as Church of God - and His precious Son!

	We like to think there will be what we have now.
		But what a limitation that is.
			I mean, does anyone here have a perfect marriage?
	Has anyone among us got a relationship without tears?
		Of course not!

	Marriage isn’t the ultimate thing.
		Nothing in this world is the ultimate!

	It’s the One who came from out of this world who alone matters!			
		Jesus Christ is the only One who counts!
			As Hebrews 13:8 states it so emphatically, “Jesus Christ is the same yesterday and today and forever.”

	Dear believer, you can be happy in your relationship.
		You can enjoy many of life’s blessings together - children, a nice home, secure work, an enjoyable retirement, a good marriage.

	However, it’s not until a husband and wife realise that their best isn’t to be found in each other, but only in their God - their Creator and Redeemer - that we finally reach the end for which this Song was written.
		You see, when our hearts beat in tune with God’s heart, we all become the Bride, and at last we cry out, “Amen.
			“Come, Lord Jesus.”

	Then there will be the greatest ending any could ever know.
		Then we’ll know the ultimate marriage.
			So let’s desperately pray that the Lord will use our marriages, weak and broken and stained and torn though they are, as a way to this most happiest ending.
	Because then you will live happily ever after!
		Amen.


PRAYER:
	Let’s pray...
		LORD God, what a plan you were so unfolding through the pages of this book!
			It may even have seemed at times that marriage was being placed on quite some pedestal!
				Yet, in the end, when all is said and done, it’s only what’s found alone in Your dear Son and our Saviour, which counts for eternity.
	Please stir us so that we live in the light of that eternity.
		May we always have the plea in our hearts, and on our tongues, and in our lives, “Marantha, come Lord Jesus!
			“Come quickly!”
				Amen.

 
			 

